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Science and sisterhood: Creating a network to
tackle ocean plastic problem

A nonprofit organization called eXXpedition has hosted 19 voyages to collect data on ocean plastics, share the research with universities,
and develop strategies to reduce the plastics. Here, the crew uses a net to pull plastic out of the ocean. Photo: Eleanor Church/Lark Rise
Pictures Photo: Eleanor Church/ Lark Rise Pictures

It was a floating toothbrush and a bottle top that changed everything for Emily Penn.

Penn, the founder of the ocean research nonprofit eXXpedition was at the time sailing from

England to Australia to start a new job as an architect. She dipped into the water for a bath. "When

I came up to the surface, I saw a toothbrush floating by. And then a bottle top," Penn said.

The now 35-year-old was 800 miles away from land and realized "that actually there was this

plastic soup all around us in one of the most remote parts of our whole planet. I'd say that for me

was the moment when everything started to change," Penn said.

Her firsthand experience with the ocean's plastic problem led Penn to change her plans. She never

started that job. Instead, she began organizing beach cleanups and going on more sea trips. In

2014, she founded eXXpedition, a nonprofit that takes all-female crews on sea voyages to

understand the oceans' plastic pollution problem and find solutions.
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Since then, the organization has taken 19 voyages with

women from around the world. Penn focused on

involving women after learning that harmful

chemicals from plastic pollution that end up in our

food have particularly negative consequences for

those who are pregnant and their fetus, or unborn

child.

The women who make up the crew come from

different backgrounds: "everyone from scientists to

artists, journalists, designers, teachers, industry

leaders, policymakers," Penn said.

While scientists might seem like an obvious choice for

a voyage studying ocean pollution, women from

creative professional backgrounds are also tapped

because of their storytelling skills.

"What we're looking for is people who have the

biggest opportunity to create change when they get

back home and what that opportunity is. Because the

solutions are so varied, that opportunity is varied,"

Penn said.

One voyage included a woman who was a packaging designer. Plastic packaging is a major cause of

pollution. "Someone who literally for a living designs and decorates plastic: ... That type of person

has a really powerful experience at sea when they start seeing products [in the ocean] that they've

actually put on the shelves," Penn said. The woman quit her job after the voyage and now works as

an independent design consultant for mission-based companies.

There is a lot to observe and study on these voyages.

By 2050, plastic will probably outweigh all the fish in

the sea, according to the United Nations'

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission.

Between 8.8 million and 11 million tons of plastic

make it to the ocean every year.

Plastic doesn't decompose as other materials might.

Water and wind cause plastic to disintegrate into

much smaller pieces, known as microplastics.

Microplastics are harder to clean up and easier for

ocean species to ingest.

On the eXXpedition voyages, the women take samples from sea and land for data collection, and

they also have workshops to think about and talk through potential solutions.

"The last part of the voyage - we really focus on what happens next and start putting together an

action plan," Penn said. She added that the team identifies "what I like to call your superpower,
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you know, the thing that makes you unique and brilliant that you can contribute to this wider

issue."

The data eXXpedition collects is shared with research universities. The nonprofit group's "round

the world" voyage in 2019 - which ended early because of the pandemic - resulted in a research

paper being published about pollution in the southern Caribbean. The paper found that a holistic

approach was necessary to finding solutions. A holistic approach means understanding that there

are many parts of a whole instead of focusing on one thing.

It was this holistic mind-set that led to eXXpedition

launching its Shift platform. It's a website filled with

ideas about how one person, a small group or even a

large company can reduce plastic in the ocean.

Visitors to the site can scroll through rows of cards

and click on one or more to explain the idea, reveal its

benefits, challenges and links to additional

information. At first the number of ideas can seem

overwhelming, but visitors don't need to see them all

at once.

"So, the idea behind the Shift platform was to provide

filters ... - including one on kids - to help filter down these hundreds of solutions to just a handful,

and that you can find a place to start and get started," Penn said.

The nonprofit group emphasizes that there are many ways to combat plastic pollution. "It's really

looking at how we solve this problem from the source and the realization that actually there's not a

silver bullet, there's not one solution," Penn said. "And the good news is that there are hundreds."
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Quiz

1 Which of these details is MOST important to the development of the central idea?

(A) In 2014, she founded eXXpedition, a nonprofit that takes all-female crews on sea voyages to
understand the oceans' plastic pollution problem and find solutions.

(B) While scientists might seem like an obvious choice for a voyage studying ocean pollution, women from
creative professional backgrounds are also tapped because of their storytelling skills.

(C) The woman quit her job after the voyage and now works as an independent design consultant for
mission-based companies.

(D) She added that the team identifies "what I like to call your superpower, you know, the thing that makes
you unique and brilliant that you can contribute to this wider issue."

2 Which of these statements would be MOST important to include in an objective summary of the article?

(A) Penn, the founder of the ocean research nonprofit eXXpedition was at the time sailing from England to
Australia to start a new job as an architect.

(B) Instead, she began organizing beach cleanups and going on more sea trips.

(C) While scientists might seem like an obvious choice for a voyage studying ocean pollution, women from
creative professional backgrounds are also tapped because of their storytelling skills.

(D) On the eXXpedition voyages, the women take samples from sea and land for data collection, and they
also have workshops to think about and talk through potential solutions.

3 How is eXXpedition different from other nonprofits that focus on ocean pollution?

(A) eXXpedition only tries to clean up the ocean

(B) eXXpedition is for all different types of people

(C) eXXpedition uses all-female crews to problem solve ocean pollution

(D) eXXpedition focuses on preventing water and air pollution

4 How does the author communicate that eXXpedition is similar to the Shift Platform?

(A) They both look at the reasons why the oceans are so polluted.

(B) They both examine the many ways that people can reduce plastic in the ocean.

(C) They both look at how wind and water break down plastic into microplastics.

(D) They both examine the amount of fish that are affected by plastic in the ocean.
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Answer Key

1 Which of these details is MOST important to the development of the central idea?

(A) In 2014, she founded eXXpedition, a nonprofit that takes all-female crews on sea voyages to
understand the oceans' plastic pollution problem and find solutions.

(B) While scientists might seem like an obvious choice for a voyage studying ocean pollution, women from
creative professional backgrounds are also tapped because of their storytelling skills.

(C) The woman quit her job after the voyage and now works as an independent design consultant for
mission-based companies.

(D) She added that the team identifies "what I like to call your superpower, you know, the thing that makes
you unique and brilliant that you can contribute to this wider issue."

2 Which of these statements would be MOST important to include in an objective summary of the article?

(A) Penn, the founder of the ocean research nonprofit eXXpedition was at the time sailing from England to
Australia to start a new job as an architect.

(B) Instead, she began organizing beach cleanups and going on more sea trips.

(C) While scientists might seem like an obvious choice for a voyage studying ocean pollution, women from
creative professional backgrounds are also tapped because of their storytelling skills.

(D) On the eXXpedition voyages, the women take samples from sea and land for data collection, and
they also have workshops to think about and talk through potential solutions.

3 How is eXXpedition different from other nonprofits that focus on ocean pollution?

(A) eXXpedition only tries to clean up the ocean

(B) eXXpedition is for all different types of people

(C) eXXpedition uses all-female crews to problem solve ocean pollution

(D) eXXpedition focuses on preventing water and air pollution

4 How does the author communicate that eXXpedition is similar to the Shift Platform?

(A) They both look at the reasons why the oceans are so polluted.

(B) They both examine the many ways that people can reduce plastic in the ocean.

(C) They both look at how wind and water break down plastic into microplastics.

(D) They both examine the amount of fish that are affected by plastic in the ocean.


